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          I wanna collaborate edit pdf function between web and mobile, so how to collaborate them?

If I have connection between web and mobile, how I can define a specific document (by id or something),

And how I determine and send the changes of each document from web to mobile in realtime?
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Document Collaboration using JavaScript Library - Pre-built solution
	Best practices - Storing annotations
	Import/export annotations - Importing and exporting annotations using a database
	Setting up listen/trigger events for real-time collaboration in the client

APIs:	WorkerTransportPromise
	Core. Document - options
	UI - options

Forums:	Annotation has InReplyTo field that points to a non existing annotation
	Could not call API in Webviewer
	Shifting download button at toolgroup bar
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          Hi Iris,

If you would like to use the WebViewer Real-time Collaboration between web and mobile apps, you will need to create your own mobile client-side app. You can also check the iOS collaboration guide: PDFTron Systems Inc. | Documentation or Android collaboration guide: PDFTron Systems Inc. | Documentation to connect with your own server.

Best Regards,

Jimmy Lin

Software Developer

PDFTron Systems, Inc.

www.pdftron.com
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                    [Collaboration] How to show original document when edit the document in the previous opening
                    


                    How to show 2 webviewer which join a collaboration sync session in a web page?
                    

                    How to create collaboration (connect server socket, create CollabClient, ...) with react native?
                    

                    WebViewer Collaboration
                    

                    [Collaboration] Error when Update Scroll Sync Session
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